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Rubin Observatory on Google Cloud
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Quantum Computing on Google Cloud
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Why autoscaling?

● Pay for what you use

● Cloud as an "Infinite resource"

● Bursting

● Current limitations

○ Recently expanded to regional 

MIGs

○ Only a single VM profile

○ No deep integration with HTCondor

○ No awareness of cloud resource 

requirements
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● Multiple machine types
● Multiple regions
● Multiple pricing options
● Labels for cost-tracking
● Etc….

The autoscaler should ensure that new 
Machines will initially serve the set of jobs that 
caused the addition.

Autoscaling heterogeneous clusters

Heterogeneity in the cloud Auto-scalers should "act like" HTCondor

Claim: autoscaling decisions should be based upon evaluation of Job ClassAds in 
the context of real/synthetic Machine ClassAds of allowed VM configurations.
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How to get there from here

The insight of HTCondor is that total cost and individual performance are not always aligned!

Status quo Short term goals Long term goals

● Grid universe
● HTCondor Annex (AWS-only)
● Google Cloud Marketplace

Improve job scheduling on existing cloud 
or hybrid clusters, especially in terms of 
performance (which usually lowers cost!).

Improve decision-making about the 
creation of new resources, especially in 
terms of cost ($,£,€) 
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Google Cloud 
Platform

Regions

Future region 
with 3 zones

Doha

Melbourne

Delhi

Toronto

São Paulo

Oregon

Las Vegas

Salt Lake City

Los Angeles

Iowa*

Montréal

N. Virginia

S. Carolina

London

Netherlands

Belgium Frankfurt

Warsaw

Finland

Zurich

Mumbai

Singapore

Jakarta

Taiwan
Hong Kong

Tokyo

Osaka

Seoul

Sydney

*Exception: region has 4 zones.

Paris

Madrid
Milan

Santiago

Current region 
with 3 zones

Turin
$

€

It costs money and time 
to transfer data between 
Google Cloud Regions 
and to your data center 
(egress)

It costs time (but not money) to 
transfer data into Google Cloud 
from your data center (ingress)
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Discounts for 
Internet2 and Géant 
Members

● https://internet2.edu/services/google-cloud-platform/

● https://clouds.geant.org/google-cloud-platform/

● https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/egress-waiver

● Related

○ https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/education/google
-cloud-services-now-available-to-participants-in-ocre
-framework

https://internet2.edu/services/google-cloud-platform/
https://clouds.geant.org/google-cloud-platform/
https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/egress-waiver
https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/education/google-cloud-services-now-available-to-participants-in-ocre-framework
https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/education/google-cloud-services-now-available-to-participants-in-ocre-framework
https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/education/google-cloud-services-now-available-to-participants-in-ocre-framework
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Place Image Here

HTCondor 9.2+ supports 
Cloud Storage

● Not a shared POSIX filesystem!
● Performance and cost benefits

○ High bandwidth with no 
bottleneck at access point

○ All Cloud Storage read/writes 
within the region(s) are free

○ Standard file transfer mechanism 
may incur charges (cross-zone)

● Data resilience/archival guarantee
● HTCondor 9.0 support exists with 

custom URLs
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Regional
Your data is stored in a specific region 
with replication across availability zones 
in that region. Good for colocating 
compute and storage for high 
performance.

Multi-Region
Your data is distributed redundantly 
across US, EU, or Asia. Good for serving 
content to end users and when you want 
automatic failover.

Dual-region
Your data is replicated across a 

specific pair of regions. Good for when 
you need colocated compute and 

storage and automatic failover. 

Choosing a location type

Multi-region typically not 
recommended for high 
throughput workloads!
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Google Cloud Storage classes

Nearline Coldline

In multi-region 
locations
for serving content 
globally. 

In regional or 
dual-regional locations 
for data accessed 
frequently or high 
throughput needs

For data access
less than once
a month

For data accessed
roughly less than 
once a quarter

Streaming 
videos

Images

Websites

Documents

Video 
transcoding

Genomics

General data 
analytics & 
compute

Serving rarely 
accessed docs

Backup

Serve rarely 
used data

Movie archive

Disaster 
recovery

Standard Archive

For long term 
retention

Regulatory 
archives

Tape 
replacement

See also:
Object/File Versioning
Storage Class Lifecycle Automation

https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/object-versioning
https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/lifecycle
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Input: transfer from Access Point 
(assumed on-premises)
Output: to Cloud Storage

Example Job

executable = /bin/cp
args       = input.dat output.dat
universe   = vanilla
error      = err.$(cluster)
output     = out.$(cluster)
log        = log.$(cluster)
should_transfer_files = YES

gs_access_key_id_file = $ENV(HOME)/bucket_access_key_id
gs_secret_access_key_file = $ENV(HOME)/bucket_secret_access_key

transfer_input_files = input.dat
transfer_output_remaps = "output.dat = gs://example-bucket/data/output1.dat"

queue 1
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Input: from Cloud Storage
Output: to Cloud Storage

Hybrid workflow:
Job 2

executable = /bin/cp
args       = output1.dat output.dat
universe   = vanilla
error      = err.$(cluster)
output     = out.$(cluster)
log        = log.$(cluster)
should_transfer_files = YES

gs_access_key_id_file = $ENV(HOME)/bucket_access_key_id
gs_secret_access_key_file = $ENV(HOME)/bucket_secret_access_key

transfer_input_files = gs://example-bucket/data/output1.dat
transfer_output_remaps = "output.dat = gs://example-bucket/data/output2.dat"

queue 1
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Input: from Cloud Storage
Output: transfer to Access Point

Hybrid workflow:
Job 3

executable = /bin/cp
args       = output2.dat output.dat
universe   = vanilla
error      = err.$(cluster)
output     = out.$(cluster)
log        = log.$(cluster)
should_transfer_files = YES

gs_access_key_id_file = $ENV(HOME)/bucket_access_key_id
gs_secret_access_key_file = $ENV(HOME)/bucket_secret_access_key

transfer_input_files = gs://example-bucket/data/output2.dat
transfer_output_remaps = "output.dat = output3.dat"

queue 1
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These jobs can run anywhere with 
outbound connection to the internet!

These jobs can run anywhere with 
outbound connection to the internet!

…and you'll pay data transfer costs in many 
scenarios!

…and the data transfer will take longer!

Analysis

The Good Thing The Bad Thing
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Normal HTCondor matchmaking 
algorithms can assist us to require 
or prefer co-locating compute and 
storage.

What if?

executable = /bin/cp
args       = output2.dat output.dat
universe   = vanilla
error      = err.$(cluster)
output     = out.$(cluster)
log        = log.$(cluster)
should_transfer_files = YES

requirements = Target.CloudProvider =?= "Google" \
  && regexp(Target.CloudMachineType, "^c2-.*")
rank = 100 * (My.CloudDataProvider =?= Target.CloudProvider \
  && My.CloudDataLocation =?= Target.CloudRegion)

gs_access_key_id_file = $ENV(HOME)/bucket_access_key_id
gs_secret_access_key_file = $ENV(HOME)/bucket_secret_access_key

transfer_input_files = gs://example-bucket/data/output2.dat
transfer_output_remaps = "output.dat = output3.dat"

queue 1
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Enabled with a single metaknob in 
versions 9.4 (hopefully) and above

Collaborative effort between 
Google Cloud and CHTC staff, 
particularly Todd Miller

Soon you (half) can!

Canonical Machine 
ClassAd attributes 
for cloud providers

CloudImage="htcondor-v905-20210825t193910z"
CloudMachineType="c2-standard-4"
CloudZone="us-central1-a"
CloudRegion="us-central1"
CloudInstanceID="1893620332054126642"
CloudProvider="Google"
CloudPlatform="GCE"
CloudInterruptible=True

Todd Miller has implemented functionality for AWS 
using the same attribute names but EC2 values
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The bucket location must be obtained with user's Cloud 
Storage / S3 credentials (not public information)

Most Google Cloud (and AWS S3) bucket "Locations" are 
identical to Region Names as known by the Machine. But not 
all of them! Custom comparison needed.

Edge cases: multiple buckets in multiple locations in multiple 
providers

01

02

Equivalent in Job ClassAd poses challenges

03

These challenges are tractable and I hope we can address these in the 9.X updates series
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The hard part
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Rough outline of 
heterogeneous 
autoscaling

1. Evaluate (idle) Job AutoClusters in context of real/synthetic 
Machine ClassAds for allowed configurations

2. Add Machines based on both Match and Rank

3. Add Machine RANK/START config to restrict initially served 
jobs?

Looking for feedback, ways to make this "Condor native", and 
customers to justify the effort!
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Thank you.
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Status quo is sharing a POOL password and locally generate 
IDTOKEN on each node. I'd more naturally expect:

● initial request for IDTOKEN from StartD to Collector is 
more easily (but securely) made than right now

○ https://github.com/htcondor/htcondor/pull/181
● IDTOKENs are issued by Collector after passing a 

custom check (e.g. script that confirms instance is 
authentic in Cloud API)

IDTOKENs in Cloud

https://github.com/htcondor/htcondor/pull/181

